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 11 January 2021

UFlex announces to double its capacity of aseptic liquid packaging plant
According to reports, UFlex Limited-India's largest multi-national flexible packaging and polymer science company, has
recently announced its intent to double its aseptic plant’s production capacity from 3.5 billion to 7 billion packs per annum, in
Sanand, Gujarat. Also, it is expected that the expansion will be completed in the next ten months.
The expansion is being driven by growing demand for the company's aseptic packaging laminates. The move is driven owing
to the consistent market growth and healthy order book. This initiative is in line with the company’s aim of doubling operations
by adding more workforce and further helping in expansion plan.
Aseptic packaging is witnessing a rise in demand, and the response in is line with the hope of increasing demand for UFlex’s
services and innovative technology in packaging. Amid the pandemic, the company has continued to deliver their services
and ensured innovation all the way along. In the times of COVID-19, packaging is one sector which has gained traction and will
continue to do so owing to rising demand.
Read more
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Dow, Lucro and Marico come together to aid in circular packaging solutions in India
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In 2021, take an extra mile for your business growth
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Automation in packaging sector is the future
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H.B. Fuller introduces innovative compostable adhesives for flexible packaging
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Scientists create edible food films for packaging
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UFlexbrings recyclable F-WSP film
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Interview with Mr Manish Kant Sahay, Managing Director, Leuze Electronic Pvt. Ltd.
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Garnier plans to stop using virgin plastic for packaging by 2025
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Flexible packaging market to grow at a CAGR of 4% during 2020-2026 - Market Report
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Demand for biodegradable plastic packaging rises owing to e-commerce boom
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